
Peace of Mind
Wherever you are

Whenever your circumstances change
There are many things that can’t 
be written in a Will. But they 
are still very important. Like 
your funeral and other end of 
life wishes. Maybe where your 
Will is stored, or details of your 
beloved pets.
If you are no longer around, how 
will your loved ones know about 
these things?
Now you can protect your 
important life information 
and personal wishes by 
recording and storing them 
in your Anticipate Life digital 
information locker.
Gold Coast based partner 
Bernadette Fulton explains 
that having an Anticipate Life 
account ensures that the loved 
ones we leave behind will be 
clear about our final wishes and 
instructions.
“With this information available to your family,” says 
Bernadette, “you can avoid the confusion and uncertainty 
which arises when no one is sure where to find documents 
and information they need after a family member’s death.”
Perth based partner Leanne Russell adds: “Since 
launching Anticipate Life earlier this year the response has 
been amazing. People are becoming aware of the benefits 
it offers. And lawyers have been quick to recognise the 
value of the product as a useful adjunct to a Will.
“Anticipate Life is all about being organized and prepared,” 
stresses Bernadette. “Your information is confidential 
and secure and can’t be lost or mislaid. And with internet 
access you can easily amend or update any of your details 
at any time.”
Read-only access to your information is provided after 
your death to the persons you nominate. And first class 
security ensures subscriber data is safeguarded.
As many more of us 
embrace new lifestyles 
these benefits are 
attractive. You may be 
planning to move house, 
downsize, or join the tribe 
of grey or younger ‘digital’ 
nomads. 
With an Anticipate Life account, you don’t have to take 
paperwork with you. You can enjoy the freedom and 
peace of mind that comes with knowing that, even if the 
unexpected happens, your loved ones will know what to 
do.

Find out more by visiting www.anticipate.life
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Recording important 
life information and 

end of life wishes 
Anticipate Life has launched a 
new online product which safely 
stores your life information 
and end of life wishes in one 
confidential location.
This unique product is the result 
of two years of development by 
four Australian partners, Gold 
Coast residents Bernadette and 
Max Fulton and Perth based 
Paul Kamarudin and Leanne 
Russell.
Bernadette explains: “We see 
this product as a terrific adjunct to a Will. We should 
all have a Will, of course, but there is a lot of important 
information that can’t go into a Will. If you don’t store this 
somewhere now, who will know what to do when you are 
no longer here?”
The Anticipate Life service offers a simple, secure way of 
leaving clear instructions and information by providing a 
place for you to record all the details your loved ones will 
need when you die. 
You can use your personal 
digital locker to record 
your funeral and other end 
of life wishes, saving your 
loved ones the worry and 
uncertainty of not knowing 
what you wanted. You can 
record your accountant’s 
contact details, where your Will is stored, and details of 
your beloved pet, so that your executor has this information 
available when needed.
“There are many advantages of storing your wishes online,” 
adds Bernadette. “The information cannot be thrown out 
accidentally or lost when you move or downsize. It is all 
stored in a single location, and you can access and amend 
your information as your circumstances change.”
‘Read- only’ access is provided after your death to the 
persons you nominate. 
Max explains that feedback on the service shows that it 
is a real comfort for those left behind, knowing they are 
following the wishes of their loved ones. And this relieves 
much of the stress surrounding decisions which must be 
made quickly, at what is already a difficult time for family.
As lawyers, Bernadette and Max have seen many instances 
of family conflict and unhappiness because a Will doesn’t 
usually provide sufficient clarity around funeral wishes or 
detailed distribution and inheritance instructions. They 
stress that Anticipate Life’s service fills these gaps. 
Subscriber data is safeguarded by the same infrastructure 
and robust encryption and privacy protocols as icloud or 
gmail. Bernadette confirms, “Our online security is first-
class and so is the emotional security our users get from 
using Anticipate Life.”
Subscriptions start from just $5 per month.
Find out more by visiting www.anticipate.life or 
emailing care@anticipate.life
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